The Aboriginal Lands Trust is
committed to work with the
Aboriginal Communities and the
workshop was an important event
in strengthening the relationship
with the community and forge a
new future of shared responsibility
for the use and care of country.
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COMMUNITY 2017 - WORKSHOP
INTRODUCTION
The Aboriginal Lands Trust convened the conference in the city of Port Augusta. Sixty community and agency
representatives attended the workshop held on the 5th and 6th of October 2017.

The Acting Chief Executive Aboriginal Lands Trust, John Chester wrote to Communities;
“The purpose of the Community 2017 is to explore how the Trust continues to
engage with the South Australian Aboriginal communities who have a leasing
relationship with the Aboriginal Lands Trust. How the Community and key
stakeholder agency groups can assist the Aboriginal Lands Trust Communities to
provide a culturally safe and prosperous Community. As part of the workshop the
Aboriginal Lands Trust is particularly keen to pursue the following objectives:
• Trust Planning & Leasing Policy
• Economic Framework
• Housing
• Maintenance
• Regional Authority
• Future of Commonwealth and State Aboriginal Community Resources
• Community Issues
Therefore, I wish to extend an invitation to your Community Chairperson, a Community Member
and Chief Executive to attend this Workshop. The Aboriginal Lands Trust will meet the cost of fuel @
0.89 cents per kilometres. Payment of these amounts will be made upon receipt of invoice from your
community.”
During the workshop there was a good atmosphere as people caught up with each other and shared stories of
the happenings in the community.
The Aboriginal Lands Trust approached State and Commonwealth Departments for support; ‘The Aboriginal
Lands Trust is seeking support from agency groups to enable three delegates; which should include the
Chairperson, Chief Executive and a community member to attend the workshop. Travel, accommodation and
meals will be covered from the supporter funds.
The objective of the community 2017 workshop is to achieve a consensus about working to improve outcomes
for the Aboriginal Lands Trust Community.”
Aboriginal Affairs and Reconciliation, Primary Industries and Regions South Australia and SA Water made
financial contributions and staff available to support the workshop. Indigenous Land Corporation, Prime Minister
and Cabinet staff provided valuable support to the Trust for the workshop.
Aboriginal Lands Trust Presiding Member and Board Members attended and provided important input to the
workshop and meetings with the Community representatives.
Note: P Presenter C Comment Q Question A Answer
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Yalata Community was unable to attend because of sadness in the community and other people couldn’t make
the workshop because of bad weather in their area.

COMMUNITY 2017 - WORKSHOP
Day 1 5 October 2017
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OPENING SPEECH
Haydyn Bromley, Presiding Member
I wish to extend a warm welcome to all of you who are making the
commitment to be with us today.
I would like to acknowledge the traditional owners of the land on which we
meet today and pay my respects to their Elders past and present and extend
that respect to other Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people who are
present today.
The Aboriginal Lands Trust Board appreciates the opportunity to meet with
Community people to discuss areas of interest and work with the agency staff
who are attending today.
We met in 2015 and worked together on important issues confronting the
future of the Aboriginal Community living on country.
The Aboriginal Lands Trust wants to work in co-operation with the Community but must ensure the best
interests of all Aboriginal people in South Australia are being served by the decisions and actions of the
Aboriginal Lands Trust.
Our Strategic Directions for 2017- 2021 clearly states, “The ALT will acquire, hold and deal with Trust Land,
manage Trust Land, engage in commercial and other activities, consult, advise the Minister and execute the
functions assigned to the Trust by the Act for the ongoing benefit of all Aboriginal South Australians.”
The Board and myself are committed to advancing the interests of the ALT estate and re-establishing a strong
link with the Communities, Homelands and lease holders to ensure the long-term viability of the land and the
people who live and work on the ALT estate.
Many people ask is the ALT a Government Department and the answer is no it is not a Government
Department. The Aboriginal Lands Trust is a statutory corporation and the Aboriginal Lands Trust Act 2013 is the
backbone of its independence. The Aboriginal Lands Trust has powers and responsibility under the Act which
provide an avenue for the people of this State to use the Land in a manner which will benefit future generations.
The Aboriginal Lands Trust has been a leader in land management in the past and it is important we recapture
an appetite for improved environmental outcomes through the adoption of good natural resources management
practices.
I commend those communities who have strong commitment to Indigenous Protected Area programs and the
groups who work with natural resource management.
It is equally important for the Aboriginal Lands Trust to support and encourage economic development
of the ALT Estate. We must pursue strategic partnerships with credible investors and developers without
compromising our interest in protecting and growing lands managed by the Trust.

Haydyn Bromley addressing

The future health of the communities and homelands requires close attention to ensure the living areas are safe
and healthy for the residents.
The two-day conference will have presentations and discussion on many topics, but the future of housing for
people not living in remote communities is an unresolved issue going forward. We need to ensure there
is a plan for houses to be replaced or new housing provided through the Commonwealth agreement with
the States.
Administration resources for the communities must be a priority to enable the community people to engage
with Government and the wider community.
The future of municipal services will challenge the community and it is important we work with the agency
responsible to ensure adequate funding is provided beyond the current agreement.
Aboriginal Lands Trust administration, has with the Boards support, commenced a consultation and
engagement with the Trust communities regarding the strategic direction and operations of the Aboriginal
Lands Trust.
As the Presiding Officer, it is my belief that you, the Board and the people in this conference room can forge an
understanding with each other about accommodating our diverse opinions and needs for the long-term benefit
of maintaining an Aboriginal Lands Trust estate which has legislation that protects our interests as it can’t be
traded or sold.

Maria Stewart
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“We must
pursue strategic
partnerships”

OUTCOMES FROM MARCH 2015 WORKSHOP
& THEIR PROGRESS
Workshop Objectives & Scope
John Chester A/Chief Executive of the Aboriginal Lands Trust presented the outcomes and progress from
the 2015 workshop.
1. Municipal and Essential Services (MES)
Workshop delegates agreed the following key areas required attention driven by the Aboriginal
Lands Trust:
•
•

Community 2017
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•
•

Seek an urgent resolution from the Commonwealth and State regarding the delivery of
Municipal and Essential Services (MES) to SA Aboriginal Communities;
Explore new economic models that lead to the development of a framework making better use
of our land holdings;
Address outstanding community housing issues and the 40 year lease relationships with
Housing SA; and
Commit towards improving leasing relationships.

2. Economic and Commercial Development Framework
•
•
•
•

ALT Planning and Leasing Policy encompassing 3rd party commercial leasing arrangements
and separation/protection of commercial operations from Community operations.
Collaborative Agreement between the ALT, Indigenous Land Corporation and Indigenous
Business Australia.
Appointment of the Commercial Development Advisory Committee.
ALT Strategic Directions are directed at increasing the value of the Trust Estate.

3. Community Housing
•
•
•
•

ALT assisted finalisation of the Umoona and Gerard under-leases
Regular ALT/Housing SA meetings to ensure community issues/concerns are addressed
ALT has discussed the Commonwealth and Housing SA program developments to secure
commitment to non remote Aboriginal housing
Collaborating with Housing SA, Department of Prime Minister and Cabinet, SA Water and the
Department of Planning, Transport and Infrastructure regarding community infrastructure and
asset development issues and needs

4. Improving Leasing Relationships
•
•

Engaged Trust Communities about leasing arrangements designed to protect community
assets and obtain maximum Community benefit
Regular liaison with Trust Communities to provide advice/support regarding lease matters and
land development options and developments
Summary
Since the March 2015 workshop:
ALT Strategic Directions has adopted strategies in direct response
to the March 2015 recommendations including:
•

Planning and Leasing Policy (draft);

•

Focus on Community visitations and engagement;

•

Continued Trust effort as a peak Aboriginal Land body to 		
advocate for sustainable Communities; and

•

Action to modernise Trust Estate data (GIS) and streamline
lease administration processes.

Burning Questions
The workshop opening session was a small group activity. Participants were asked to break into small groups
and list on the butcher paper provided the burning questions they are seeking to have answered during the
workshop. Facilitators and Scribes were assigned to each group to record the views of participants. The activity
gave each person the opportunity to ask key questions they hope to cover in the workshop and the displayed
questions enabled presenters to get a sense of the key issues the community members wanted answered.
How do we have engagement and conversations with:
• Boards?
• Agencies?
• Lease Developments?
When are we really going to do this together?
When things go wrong on Communities who is responsible?
7

Where are the local economies?

Where are services for youth to keep them in communities?
How do we connect the past to the future, how do we provide a pathway for leadership succession in the
community from older generations to the younger?
Can we obtain an idea of the cost of power and solar system proposal required for consideration?
How can we improve the service delivery to communities? How can we enable communities to take over the
delivery of their own services service management? Could it be by communities to communities?
How can communities create more employment/ procurement opportunities?
How can communities develop partnerships for better service delivery ie water- using experts in the field and
with ALT liaison role?
Can we have an audit carried out on services (ie Water, Infrastructure, Pipes, electricity)
Maintenance of roads responsibility in the community- who takes ownership of this?
How can we get assistance to the community for self-sustainability- enterprise to generate income and
employment support for existing businesses?

Sarah Smith
SA Water
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How is funding building capacity in communities? As opposed to maintaining the status quo rather than
changing or improving the situation for the future.

Aboriginal Lands Trust
What is the status of Native Title over ALT/ Community Land?
There is ALT/ Community disconnect – how do we reconnect?
When things go wrong on Communities who is responsible?
Where are the local economies?
What authority does ALT have re R&M standards via Housing SA?

?
?

How do we get equitable support from the ALT before communities get into trouble?
(For all communities)

?

What was the purpose of creating the ALT originally? Is that purpose still the same now?
Why are Community Housing and ALT missing in action?
8

Why is the ALT left out of higher level discussions/meetings which impact the future
of Aboriginal lands and communities?
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Why is ALT not in these discussions with local government, SA Water?
What is the role of the ALT in maintenance of houses and land?
What are the details of our leases?
What are the benefits of the leases?
How will community benefit from partnership with the Trust?
Will the Trust be working with Treaty / Regional Authorities and if so, how?

Local Government
How do we get clarification on land rates (e.g. Umoona)?
How do we get clarification on local government services for community?
What council rates should we be paying?
What should we get for our council rates?

Department for Planning, Transport and
Infrastructure -Municipal Services (MUNS)
Where are municipal funds going?

?

If MUNS are not necessarily invested back into Community then what rights do communities
have? In terms of paying land rates and then receiving appropriate services.
Where is the MUNS money going? (e.g. Councils received $15 million in 2014 to service
communities over a number of years, but where has this gone?)

MUNS distribution/ fairness and equity: What methods did the state use to determine how the
MUNS money is distributed
Can we have an audit carried out on services (ie Water, Infrastructure, Pipes, electricity)
Maintenance of roads responsibility in the community- who takes ownership of this?

SA Water
Water quality is poor (Davenport, Umoona in particular) who can fix this?
Aboriginal people have renal problems and our water quality is poor. Flinders University has
tested the water and found it to be poor quality, but no one does anything about it. Water in
remote mining communities is excellent – is this an equity issue?

?

BURNING COMMENTS
• Agencies all behave differently between each other
• ALT/Community conversation needs to happen
• We need equitable support to all community
• There is culture awareness but no information regarding housing leases
• Partnership approach needed with DPTI / Local government responsibilities
• Essential services need to be Aboriginal controlled, governed and owned
• Housing leasing- i.e. rental leading to home ownership- rent land to Housing
• Environmental Health issues- Health copper content – reliance on local government and DPTI

• Communities are surviving but not moving ahead – nothing has changed since colonisation
• Communities have dry zones, but they are not enforced by SAPOL- we call SAPOL but they don’t respond.
• ALT doesn’t engage well with communities
• ALT could improve their advocacy for communities for all issues – economic development, water, housing.
• Aboriginal Lands Trust Shopfront for the community is important
• The Chairperson of Umoona Council expressed concern about the rising costs to the Community and if it
continues without financial support; UCC will have to forego our lease with the Trust as they don’t have the
money from MUNS and agencies.

Jeffrey Newchurch
provides feedback from
the small group session.
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• In 1960s ALT was for the empowerment of Aboriginal people – new Act more understanding of the changes
needed but doesn’t give Communities empowerment

SESSION 1 - ALT, ILC, IBA COLLABORATION
Paul Saeki Project Advisor Indigenous Land Corporation
presented an overview of the collaboration between the ALT,
ILC and IBA. The Acting Area Director for ILC Jacob Habner
was in attendance.

Indigenous Land Corporation
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About the Indigenous Land Corporation
• Corporate Commonwealth entity with purpose defined by the Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Act 2005;
• To assist Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander people to acquire and manage land to provide economic,
environmental, social or cultural benefits;
• ILC’s vision is to;
-- Grow, develop and protect the value of the Indigenous Estate;
-- Build the productivity and profitability of the Indigenous Estate;
-- Maximise the social, cultural, economic and environmental returns from the Indigenous Estate.
Our Land Our Future (OLOF) is an investment program to assist Indigenous people in urban, regional and
remote areas to manage, use, care for, acquire and improve land to achieve Indigenous benefits.
Ensure investments can go further and deliver the highest returns for the Indigenous Estate;
Facilitate opportunities with Indigenous people from Indigenous land ownership, management and employment;
Develop deeper relationships and partnerships to achieve mutual goals with Indigenous groups and land
holders to realise their aspirations.
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• Support new and emerging markets demonstrating opportunity & sustainability
• Increase the productivity, value and profitability of the Indigenous Estate
• Investment must show value for money focusing on cultural, social, environmental and/or economic returns
• Invest in socially responsible, ethical, sustainable and sound business opportunities
• Support Indigenous held land so it remains in the Indigenous Estate
• Maximise indigenous procurement and employment by sourcing Indigenous benefits through the supply chain.
• Protecting Indigenous cultural and environmental assets

Investment Priorities
• Provide protection and long-term management of land with cultural and environmental value and assets
• Invest & develop land based enterprises that create training, employment and other benefits for
Indigenous people
• Maximise productivity and use of Indigenous held land to deliver greatest benefit for Indigenous people
• Invest in sustainable land assets and enterprises and take advantage of emerging markets and opportunities

Community 2017

Investment Principles

Investment focus
Agribusiness
Agriculture (cropping, aquaculture,
horticulture), diary, wool, biofuels, carbon

Tourism
Ecotourism, cultural tourism
Renewable energy
Land based projects- to reduce energy costs,
improve sustainability and security
Niche Indigenous products
Wild harvest and bush foods, Indigenous
branded produce
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Urban Development
Protect & promote Indigenous culture
ILC Products
Small Land Management Grants
(up to $100,000)
Cultural & environmental protection
Business incubator/start up

Business & Property Development
(up to $100,000)
Property management plans
Feasibility/business planning

Land Management Grants
(over $100,000)
Protection of cultural/ environmental assets
Business incubator/ start-up
Collaborative funding arranging

More information:
Small Projects (up to $100K):
http://www.ilc.gov.au/Home/Partner-With-Us/Small-Projects
Large Projects (over $100K):
http://www.ilc.gov.au/Home/Partner-With-Us/Large-Projects

ILC / IBA /ALT Collaboration
OBJECTIVES
• Maximise the economic potential of the Trust’s assets
• Identify and progress specific commercial initiatives
• Develop scalable and transferable business investment models
• Coordinate and communicate with stakeholders to leverage investment in the Trust’s assets
• Provide a social and financial return on investment

Sussex St
• A steering Committee for Sussex St has been established to guide the Sussex St
redevelopment project.

• Initial discussions reviewed the EY Options: which follow a conventional strata development- other
options for redevelopment might provide better outcomes for ALT.
• The ILC is prepared to consider a financial commitment to the redevelopment of Sussex St and play an
integral role in the planning and implementation of the redevelopment

Head of the Bight
• Engineering assessment of HOB facilities conducted including boardwalks, visitor centre,
manager’s house, etc. (Previously done in 2002.)
• ILC is working with ALT to develop a Master operations plan for the next five years- this will
inform future investment into Head of the Bight
• ALT MAPPING/GIS
• The ALT GIS/Mapping platform will be ready by the end of November, 2017
• The cost of development is $25,000 which the ILC has covered as an inkind grant
• ALT staff will be able to manage the ALT GIS/Mapping information via a browser, to view, update
and download.
• Data from DPTI indicates ALT has 63 properties on 174 parcels
• All data and information submitted to the ALT GIS/Mapping system being hosted by ILC servers belongs
to the ALT
• All leasing information will be accessible, up loadable, and downloadable from the GIS / Mapping system
and will be important to the success of the mosaic leasing strategy
• ILC will host the GIS /Mapping platform for ALT on a cost recovery basis

Community 2017

• A Project Team for Sussex St has been established to execute actions and report back
to the Steering Committee regarding Sussex St.
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ALT MAPPING/GIS
ALT Property Names
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Parcels

ALT Property Names

Parcels

Anna Creek

1

Mallee Park, Port Lincoln

1

Baroota

7

MarreeCamp Ground & Burial Ground

1

Betts Corner (via Ceduna)

1

Millarouan Sec 4 & 180 (part) Kathundjeri
Sec 5 Rabbit Island Sec 51

4

Blackford

2

Monarto (Lakalinjeri Tumbetin Waal Frahns farm)

2

Bonney Reserve and Millarouan

5

Moonta

1

Bordertown

1

Nantawarrina

1

Bordertown, 3 house blocks

3

Nipapanha Community Lands

2

Brinkley Murrangoon Rigney

5

Nunjikompita house block

2

Burial Ground at Cowirra Mannum

1

Oodnadatta Hookeys Waterhole & Teamsters
Reserve

2

Burial Ground at Swanport

1

Oodnadatta House Block 11 Oribee Avenue

1

Camp Coorong

1

Oodnadatta House Blocks 93, 97 & 98
Kutaya Terrace

3

Colebrook Land

2

Parachilna Ochre Pits

1

Coober Pedy Community Lands

3

Parmbatung

2

Coober Pedy Umoona Lands

1

Point Pearce Community and Farm

4

Cooeyana Well

1

Poonindie

2

Copley

1

Port Victoria house block

1

Cyril Lindsay House

1

Raukkan

9

Davenport Community

1

Sussex Street Hostel

1

Davenport. Lakeview, Civil Training, Bungara
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Sussex Street, Car Park

1

Dodds Landing & Boundary Bluff

3

Swan Reach land

1

Fowlers Bay House Block

1

Swan Reach Mission site

1

Gerard Community Lands

1

Tandanya

1

Gerard, Bartch Farm

3

Third Ave, Port Lincoln

1

Glossop, Jerry Mason Senior Mem Centre

1

Wanbi house block

1

Goat Island, Needle Island, Snake Island

3

Wanilla Forest

2

Gum Park

4

Wardang Island

1

Kali Hostel

1

Warevilla (Ceduna)

4

Kapunda

1

Wellington Farmland

2

Kingston Burial Ground

1

Yalata Community Lands

40

Koonibba

1

Yalata Water Reserves

5

Kuhlman Street Ceduna

1

Yarilena (Duckponds)

1

Lushville Riverfront, Berri

2

Grand Total

174

P: A&TSI Act 1995 created the ILC which acquires and manages land for Aboriginal People for economic and
cultural benefits.

P: Through Our Land Our Futures funding program you can purchase land to secure opportunities and the
Aboriginal ‘estate’.
P: Focus on new emerging markets, value for money, obtaining a return, sustainable business opportunities,
maximising employment.
P: Business focuses could be emerging markets such as niche foods (bush foods), sustainable energy
production, environmental protection.
P: ALT, ILC and IBA have a new agreement to more closely collaborate.
Q: How does the collaboration reach and include the community? These things are great but often don’t
include community.
A: ILC agreed that community is not included enough.
P: Key projects: maximise assets through property development, identify commercial initiatives, increase social
and financial return to communities, projects and investment models, inform strategic planning

Sussex Street
P: Local Government changed zoning after Nunga Miminar moved out
P: Trust is looking for maximum benefit for community
P: How can Sussex Street be reformed for community to be proud of
Q: Will Sussex Street bring money to community?
A: Money can be moved from assets to other assets
P: Sussex Street has a current value of $900,000 - $1million land asset
P: Sussex Street benefits will assist to work with communities
Q: How does Govt. fund ALT?
Q: Is there any direction for ALT on how to use those funds?
Q: Has Govt asked ALT to dedicate money?
A: Yes, the Govt expects that ALT must take a percentage of income. ALT budget support not there so it must
raise it to maximise benefit. Sussex Street will assist with this
C: The Govt does this all the time and clearly the Communities are suffering as we can’t develop enterprises.
The collaboration should have been ALT/ILC/ IBA before to assist economic development with the
communities.
C: ALT has no home. They used to be Walkley Heights but are now in city. They need a shopfront. They need
land and access for the community.
C: Elders and communities need to benefit from Sussex Street.
Q: Sussex Street does not have community on it. Why is ILC and IBA financing this when community needs
are there?
C: Sussex Street can be taken by Govt.
Q: What about Traditional Owners’ benefit? What do they get from Sussex Street? Has this been raised with
Kaurna?
A: ALT is for the benefit of all Aboriginal South Australians
A: ILC replies that ALT works for community and economic benefits will flow on.
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P: Sussex Street is derelict / sitting there for many years / caretaker and Elders are using the buildings
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Head of the Bight.
ILC and ALT writing 5 year plan to develop the Head of Bight.

ALT Mapping / GIS
P: Current DPTI data indicates that ALT has 63 properties on 174 parcels of land.
P: Information on Aboriginal land is collated for future strategizing.

Community 2017
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P: Mapping is critical but it should be noted that this is directly linked to community issues – such as water,
telephone, MUNS services. This causes anxiety and disagreements between communities and service provides.
Mapping should be used to improve this problem.
P: ILC will host the mapping platform on a cost recovery basis. ILC paid for set-up costs ($25,000). Data base
will be ready to use by December 2017.
P: GIS / Mosaic mapping - general support for the concept
Mapping infrastructure is essential for decision making. We need to make sense of it ourselves (e.g. Local Gov’t
role)
P: Challenge is in technical capability to set up and maintain. ILC can assist and information can be imported
P: An inspection report will be done with communities and community information can be inputted eventually
into the ALT’s GIS system Land use has been identified across the state.
Q: Will GIS mapping have access to environments, services, cultural history will it be accumulated?
A: Yes, cadastral and layers, infrastructure, houses, environmental and cultural information will all be included
Q: Will town planning and roads be accessible in GIS?
A: Mapping captures this and will inform roads and land details
C: Public roads are important to see as they give access of way. Farmers block off roads so we can’t access.
C: Davenport has done mapping but it is still not up. First Aboriginal community in Australia. To have mapping.
But Telstra still can’t find community; emergency services can’t access. So what’s the purpose, it would be
good to follow up as this is still not achieved to Davenport community.

Discussion
Q: How will we benefit from the ALT / ILC / IBA Partnership?
Q: What value will come on the ground from the partnership?

CONTACT DETAILS
Paul Saeki, Project Advisor, Indigenous Land Corporation
Email:
Mail:
		
		
Free Call:
Phone:
Website:

paul.saeki@ilc.gov.au
Indigenous Land Corporation
PO Box 652
ADELAIDE SA 5001
1800 818 490
08 8100 7112
www.ilc.gov.au
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Facilitator David Rathman

SESSION 2 - SOUTH AUSTRALIAN TREATY PROPOSAL
/ ABORIGINAL REGIONAL AUTHORITIES POLICY
Treaty Proposal
Commissioner Roger Thomas
(PowerPoint Presentation)

Background

Community 2017
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• December 2016, the South Australian
Government said it will enter into treaty talks with
Aboriginal people of South Australia
• February 2017 the Government appointed Treaty
Commissioner, Dr Roger Thomas
• The Treaty Commissioner is Independent and not
a member of the Public Service

Treaty Commissioner Role?
• Conduct broad consultation on a suitable
framework for Treaty between the South
Australian Government and Aboriginal South
Australians
• Provide advice to the Minister for Aboriginal
Affairs and Reconciliation on a Treaty framework,
which could recognise the unique cultural identity
of all Aboriginal South Australians
• Facilitate conversations for a possible Treaty
framework process between the Government and
South Australian Aboriginal people
• Lead conversations with Aboriginal people to
define their priorities within their Treaty

So what is a Treaty?
• A Treaty is an agreement between one or more
groups. For example, a Treaty or Treaties could
be made between Aboriginal people and The
South Australian Government
• A Treaty is basically a contract or deal, where
groups sit down together to negotiate and agree
on certain rights and responsibilities
• It is important to remember that as a State of
Australia, the South Australian Government has
limited powers and can only enter agreements in
line with those powers.

Why a Treaty? Some see it as:
• Enabling reconciliation between Aboriginal and
Non-Aboriginal people of South Australia and
provide recognition of Aboriginal people and/or
Aboriginal nations
• A way to re-set the relationship between
Government and Aboriginal people of South
Australia for future generations
• A way to make amends for past wrongs and the
impacts of colonisation

Existing Treaties?
• Maori people of New Zealand made a Treaty long
ago, when English people arrived in ships. This is
referred to as Treaty of Waitangi.
• Some Aboriginal people of Canada and North
America also have Treaty
• Some made Treaty long ago and some are making
Treaty now.

Engagements across South
Australia?
• APY Lands

• Adelaide

• Mid North

• Murray Bridge

• Far-North

• Port Lincoln

• South-East

• Port Augusta

• Far West Coast
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Overall reach?

Eligibility/Criteria?

• 600+ attendances at meetings and engagements

1. Name

• 280+ detailed written submissions and hardcopy
and online survey responses

2. Treaty Aspirations

• 2000+ visits to website with average time spent
4 minutes
• 1500+ consultation papers and flyers circulated
• 160+ followers on Facebook @Treaty
Commissioner

Community 2017
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3. How organised and established
4. Who group or nation represents
5. Boundaries
6. Authority to negotiate Treaty
7. Balance view

• 100+ mail-outs to targeted stakeholders

8. Cultural Framework

• 700+ electronic direct emails to DSD-AAR
database

Pathway to Treaty?

• 100,000+ recipients of South Australian
Government Electronic Messaging Service
(SAGEMS) Transparency

• Expressions of Interest were called

Pathway to Treaty?

• Terms and conditions

Self Determination A report based on
the findings was provided for the Minister
including framework for next steps to Treaty
on 21st July 2017.
Feedback to date is that the pathway to Treaty
should be about:

• A Treaty Advisory committee was
approved by the Minister

• The Minister invited three Groups/Nations to
commence Treaty negotiations; They were:
Ngarrindjeri, Narungga and Adnyamathanha
**Expressions of interest will continue in 2018
depending on State Elections scheduled for March
2018

Self Determination

When will a Treaty be made?

• Independent

• The South Australian Government has committed
to support the Treaty process over the next five
years

• Aboriginal owned and led

Transparency
• Truth telling about past wrongs
• Everybody informed and up to date

Fairness
• Equal opportunity for all Aboriginal people
• Not rushed

Lasting
• Protected by law
• Thinking generations ahead

Pathway to Treaty?
• Based on what the Commissioner has heard, there
are two key issues to address in Commissioner’s
report on a suitable Treaty Framework:
• Treaty making process
• Eligibility for whom can make a Treaty

• Building the capability of new and existing
Aboriginal groups over this time will be required
to ensure fair representation of members of the
Aboriginal community and ensure meaningful
engagement.

Tiered approach to Aboriginal Governance and Leadership

Treaty
Regional
Authority
Nation Building
21

P: Treaty talks commenced 12/2016.
P: Treaty Commissioner outlined his consultative role.
Q: Will there be a collaboration with the Treaties / RAS?
A: Yes and that also includes ALT
C: There needs to be wider SA representation. At the moment they are mostly Traditional Owners / Native Title
Holders.
Q: It can be conflicting for community organisations. If there is personal involvement with Native Title Groups
how can community be represented?
P: Due to upcoming election there is no more time for other groups to be invited. Expression of Interest was a
public process. Three of the treaty groups are PBCs but not really about Native Title or Regional Authorities.
Q: Is there a report?
A: Not yet publicly released but Minister is being pushed to release it
P: Treaty expectations are different for everyone. We are all under resourced and not in a good legal position.
P: Expectation is that there is time / effort; people are very busy / committed. Need to rally the 3 groups.
Communities can pay venues, food. Optimistic 3 groups can progress
P: The journey is to reform the relationship between Aboriginal People and the Government
P: There will be 3 groups who will have a say in crafting the preamble
P: Senior Government managers met with the 3 Treaty bodies to discuss variables between Government
departments and commitments
P: We will come together for negotiations
P: Premier to sign-off on the process
P: Monitor progress with the negotiated agreements
P: Bringing all the groups together on the framework developed
P: 3 Treaty groups being supported for meeting costs
Q: Is it about benefiting existing Aboriginal Groups or is this rushed for Govt benefit? Small opportunity to get
right the wrongs over 240 years.
A: These conversations have been going on for a long time.
C: We think it has been too rushed. We need to review Acts to see what’s in it for us.
P: Opportunities for conversations will be made available and evolve

Community 2017

Supporting Aboriginal leaders to build self-governing and sustainable institutions.

C: White man’s law / Acts change nothing – no security.
P: This is the challenge.
P: Opportunity for 3 groups to work for all Aboriginal South Australians. Legal matters are a challenge.
P: Ngarrindjeri have lots of experience
P: Idea of joining strengths, information has been passed to Ngarrindjeri
Q: If Treaty fails can we have right to bring it back to the communities?
A: Yes
C: Raukkan have been on this journey for a while. We have contracts with Govt have been a development; but
not all have rights. A unified approach can press this point. Rights such as Stolen Generation, fishing licence
rights have been fought and won. Must be in the conversation and support other nations.
P: This process provides an ‘elevated’ relationship
C: We know more about our business than Govt
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Q: In the process how do you get wider SA point of view, what Treaty should include?
A: Expectations are that each person has different expectations - we need to utilise the 3 representative groups
who represent other interests to move forward
C: Shouldn’t be a rushed decision, we need investigation into what we get in return.
C: Communities need sustainable future – what is Treaty going to do for us?
C: There is no security for us.
C: We need to have opportunity for groups to discuss – not individuals to come together. SA Govt to resource
us for funding to move forward.
P: Legal aspect is that we have native title lawyers and we need specific legal advice on this. Being at the table
part of conversation very important.
Q: How does the Trust work with nations / committees to determine leasing etc?
C: We need to utilise the land to benefit all Aboriginal South Australians – realising benefits.
P: The treaty will outline rights and responsibilities in line with SA government sovereignty. Looking to New
Zealand and Canadian Treaties. Canadian Treaty provides greater sovereignty and land leasing etc.
P: Consultation was held with nine communities across SA.
P: Report on next steps delivered to SA Government Minister for IA’s 21/7/2017.
P: Key points of the Report:
•
•
•
•

Self-determination
Equal opportunities for Aboriginal people
Treaty requires legislative protection so it can’t be eroded in future years
Eligibility for involvement in development of the Treaty (ie Aboriginal organisations that are incorporated).

C: Community have concerns about timeframes re Treaty.
CONTACT DETAILS
Roger Thomas, Treaty Commissioner
Email:
Mail:

Raukkan Chief Executive Jordan Sumner
& ALT Board member Elijah Bravington

Free Call:
Phone:
Fax:
Website:

treaty@sa.gov.au
Treaty Commissioner
GPO Box 320
Adelaide SA 5001
1800 532 000
08 8226 8900
08 8226 8999
www.statedevelopment.sa.gov.au/about-us
/our-partners/treaty-commissioner

Regional Authorities
Nerida Saunders Executive Director Aboriginal Affairs and Reconciliation.
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P: Looking at ways to realise the opportunities of the Estate including leasing, partnerships. How do we utilise
the benefits and not lose the assets? Dialogue and conversations, regarding the risks is required.
P: Meetings are happening regarding the ARAs and Treaty.
C: Community members displaced are asking what about us
C: Community leases protect these people. Economic leases are there to develop communities
P: Leadership needs to consider these issues and what this looks like
Q: How do you work with nations to protect the land?
Q: Purchase of land through a pool of money – do communities get any of this?
P: We need to give this our best effort rather than do nothing for fear of it changing.
C: Ngarrindjeri people are citizens of this State and we have rights now; we need to take advantage of what we
have available such as fishing licences etc. We need to stop thinking that they (government, white people), know
more than us, they do not.
Q: How did the EOI process work?
Q: What resources are available to support the process?
Q: How will the ALT be involved? What are the implications?
CONTACT DETAILS
Nerida Saunders, Executive Director,
Aboriginal Affairs & Reconciliation
Email:
Mail:
Phone:
Fax:
Website:

dsdreception@sa.gov.au
GPO BOX 320
ADELAIDE SA 5001
08 8226 8900
08 8226 8999
www.statedevelopment.sa.gov.au/aboriginal-affairs
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P: Nerida Saunders outlined the series of internal and community meetings to be held to discuss the content of
the Treaty and ARAs.

SESSION 3 - RISK MANAGEMENT
How prepared are community for a Natural Disaster e.g. fire, storm or flooding?

Metropolitan Fire Service
Presentation
Preparation, Prevention, Response, Recovery – which are the four phases of emergency
management.
Preparation
• Establishes arrangements and plans and provides education and information to prepare the community to
effectively deal with emergencies.
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• Plans – impact of fire on the Community from inside/outside of Community
• Bushfire survival-plans, Where to go-plan,( safe areas, protected areas), how would you move non-ambulant
community members-plan
•

House fire evacuation - plan

• Education – information sessions, training

Prevention
• Seeks to eliminate or reduce the impact of hazards themselves and/or to reduce the susceptibility and
increase the resilience of the community subject to the impact of those hazards.
• Plans – Buffer areas around outside of the Community, created & maintained
• Clean up of combustible products around the outside of buildings

Response
Activates preparedness arrangements and plans to put in place effective measures to deal with
emergencies if and when they occur.
We are well prepared for the emergency

Recovery
Assists the community in the restoration of emotional, social, economic and physical wellbeing.
Assists the reconstruction of physical infrastructure and restoration of the environment.
The session was delivered in manner to create discussion amongst the Communities –are we ready & to seek
more information/assistance if required.

CONTACT DETAILS
Noel Dodd, Commander, Metropolitan Fire Service
Email:
Mail:
Phone:
Fax:
Website:

SAMFSReception@sa.gov.au
89 Nicolson Ave Whyalla, SA 5600
(08) 8204 3600
(08) 8645 2879
www.mfs.sa.gov.au

Country Fire Service
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C: Response time is too long for PPAC. Need community based equipment / service. Need community / CFS
liaison.
P: Some remote brigades 140km between them and the fire serive; can’t guarantee quick access – CFS rely on
volunteers; can’t put brigade in each community due to $250k for fire trucks, we try to resource risks.
C: The attitude towards community is bad.
P: This is a broader issue, not just Aboriginal. Response requirements in place e.g. House, bush fire, accidents.
Volunteers focus on life, property and environment.
Q: Who is responsible for fire prevention equipment?
A: Services and individuals share responsibility e.g. Plans, buffer zones, evacuation plans, identify risks when
isolated
C: No service has come to our community to discuss this need
P: Today we start the dialogue.
P: CFS can advise and engage re: prevention. Talk is cheap; doing = money. Identify priorities and seek advice.
Preparing and planning most important.
C: Some communities have fire pump vehicles need CFS support for training.
P: Available to provide pump / hoses. Email CFS and detail requirements.
C: MES important here
C: Point Pearce needs a firetruck. It takes 1.5-hour
for fire truck to arrive. Fire truck is needed at the
community.
Q: Would My Neighbourhood Grants help with this?
A: Yes
C: Communities need equipment, trucks, better
resources and quicker response time.
Q: Where can we get funding and training?
Kylee McNamee
CFS Community Engagement Officer

A: CFS can come to communities to train people on
individual need.
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P: CFS can assist with developing Fire Prevention plan
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Q: Why are the APY Lands and ALT lands not similarly funded?
P: Key points to protecting your community are:
• Cut grass, especially buffel grass
• Trees – cut off any limbs below 2 metres
• Buffer zones – around ‘assets’ (houses/sheds), cleared buffer zone should be minimum 50 metres or up to
150 m depending upon area, local fuel and asset.
Q: Point Pearce community discussed the need for their own CFS training and a truck. The community has had
this in the past. Houses in PP burnt to the ground before the CFS have arrived. Racism comes into it as well. Do
brigades respond as quickly to Aboriginal communities?
A: It is not just Aboriginal Communities. Some regional communities or individual houses are up to 100kms
from their nearest MFS or CFS station. Not all communities can be funded to have their own truck, which are
$250,000 each.
Q: Who is responsible for fire / emergencies:
community or ALT?
Q: Who pays for fire breaks? Some have
equipment / others don’t?
Q: What about a fire and emergency
management audit?
C: Suggested later that MUNS could potentially
contribute costs
PRESENTER DETAILS:
Name, Quinton Kessner
CFS Prevention Officer, Region 4
Name, Kylee McNamee
CFS community engagement Officer CFS, Region 4

Quinton Kessner
CFS Prevention Officer

SESSION 4 - HOUSING PROGRAM IN
			ABORIGINAL COMMUNITIES
Housing SA reported on the Housing program in Aboriginal communities

•
•
•
•

Under Lease
Repairs & Maintenance
Demolition / Replacement
Local Employment

Jude Allen Manager Aboriginal Programs and Practice presented on behalf of Housing SA
(PowerPoint Presentation)

ACHO Reform Program

• 256 properties are under leasing arrangements
across 7 ALT communities

• Grant funding ceased in June 2015 for
communities/homelands outside of scope of tenure
arrangements

• Under the lease agreement, Housing SA is
responsible for payment of rates
• The securing of tenure via leases has enabled
investment to occur and property and tenancy
management
• Umoona and Gerard with ALT consent agreed
to grant tenure and transitioned to new housing
management arrangements earlier in April and July
2017 respectively.

Capital Investment
• Yalata & Koonibba – NPARIH investment complete
• Raukkan upgrades are complete.
• Point Pearce upgrades are due for completion
October 2017
• Davenport upgrades are due for completion
in 2018-19
• Upgrades are underway in Gerard and Umoona
• Vacant properties have been secured for
transitional accommodation in both the
communities.
• Demolitions are approved by Councils
and ALT, and attached to lease as a
Schedule. Any additional demolitions are
agreed by all parties.
• Demolitions complete in Umoona
(Indian Hill properties and 8 properties in
community).
• Demolitions in Gerard (9) are due to
commence before Christmas 2017.

• Program delivers backlog maintenance, focus
on health and safety and a housing governance
strengthening component- asset management,
tenancy management
• 17 communities 154 properties
• Termite eradication program in locations to address
acute risk of asset loss

Rent & Maintenance 2016-17
• Total rent charged for the period: $1,106,737.14
• Rent paid during the period: $1,109,371.90
• Total rent paid includes repayment of debt
• Average weekly rent for the period: $74.57
• Total maintenance expenditure in ALT communities
for 2016-17 is $1,589,590
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Leasing arrangements

Aboriginal Business & Participation

-- 35.4% of workforce hours worked
by local Aboriginal employees in ALT
communities

Aboriginal Business Enterprises –
• West Coast – Scobar (now RJS)

• Upgrades/new builds contractors

• APY Lands - Wiltja (note Nipaphana & Iga Warta)

-- Average of 36% Aboriginal Workforce
hours across the State

• Raukkan – Ngopamuldi (note also Camp Coorong)
• Point Pearce – Narrunga

-- 44.7% of workforce hours worked
by local Aboriginal employees in ALT
communities

Aboriginal Employment
(as at 30 September 2017)
• Maintenance contractors

• Local tenancy management staff employed:

-- Average of 33% Aboriginal Workforce
Hours across the State
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-- Gerard, Koonibba and Davenport

P: Housing SA will take on notice if can’t answer your question today.
Q: Yalata and Koonibba received replacement houses – why didn’t all communities?
A: There is funding for remote houses money at Yalata and Koonibba. Non-remote different set of rules.
C: Point Pearce did get some replacements – but as years went by money has been reduced.
C: Communities can’t increase rent as houses are not saleable.
C: RTC inaction noted.
P: Noted and will follow up.
C: Umoona have had a rough deal. Community wanted the unused materials following the demolitions, but were
denied. Worksafe issues (bunting/ signs). Contractor ignored concerns from Chair of UCC. Machinery dangerous.
Aboriginal communities don’t get same level or attention / detail. No employment for locals – Oodnadatta
Aboriginal person employed. Community thinks houses belong to Housing Trust
P: There was an agreement in place for materials to be given to the community. Housing SA will take this
feedback and respond.
C: PPAC were under pressure to sign and there are a lot of issues.
C: Local Government want UCC to pay rates for demolished houses. Housing SA to pay rates.
P: Communities water is paid by Housing SA.
C: No man’s land – Community not serviced by SA Water or Housing SA.
C: Quality of the water also requires attention.
C: Housing SA needs to come back on R&M reporting / responsiveness issue.
A: Rent is the first priority, which covers fair wear and tear. But Malicious damage is not covered by rent.
P: Fair and appropriate ways to introduce policies are still being implemented.
C: Housing SA take furniture and the community does not see it again.
P: Housing SA will note that.
C: Always move goal posts
Q: Who is monitoring the contractors?
A: Jobs SA needs to support trainees in construction and they should be monitoring
Q: Whose responsibility is Heritage?
A: That is ALT’s responsibly
Q: Why are there no upgrades?
C: Community houses aren’t marketable can’t increase people’s rent
Q: Is Housing SA paying rent to the Trust?
C: No.
Q: Why is Housing SA not paying rent on Aboriginal Land?

C: ALT own the land. Never had opportunity to air our concerns. After houses demolished we are charged by
council for rates. Removal of furniture which has been taken out not given back. Dunjiba for example. Heritage
housing is this something for ALT – ie leases?
P: HousingSA have leased 256 properties over 7 ALT communities
P: Housing SA is responsible for payment of rates and water
P: 2009 arrangement with Commonwealth to secure tenure
P: Since 2011 $40 million spent on upgrades
P: In 2015 grant funding ceased for communities outside of tenure arrangements. Reform programme funded
maintenance and repairs
P: Secured funding for termite eradication
P: Average weekly rent lowest in Australia - $74.57/week. So we are carrying out a rent review and the Valuer
General will decide
C: rent cannot be based upon rent in other areas because there is no market to base the value against

Q: Point Pearce asked about timeliness of repairs and getting new houses in communities.
A: Housing SA will respond to PPAC individually
P: Housing SA stated that community are not being charged for any repairs or maintenance, even that arising
from damage (malicious).
Q: Why not charge for damage?
A: Housing SA said that they don’t charge at the moment for malicious damage but may in future
C: Communities do not want rent raised to cover others who don’t look after their house.
C: Concerns voiced about water quality, particularly in Umoona and Davenport.
Q: Who is responsible for water and sewerage for Housing SA houses and community taps/water supply, inside
yards and from the road to house allotments.
A: SA Water said that discussions should be addressed individually.
C: Concerns re process of being forced into agreements with Housing
C: Few local benefits from local housing demolition / construction (e.g. jobs, surplus materials, contracts) – asked
for Housing to follow up and monitor.
C: Community felt forced into agreement – at least we had a lawyer review the agreement for us and there were
issues for us.
C: Lack of consultation on demolition / construction
Q: What about infrastructure like SA Water pipes? Quality of Water?
C: Discussion re wear & tear and the need for design to be fit for purpose / maintenance?
Q: ALT to be involved more early in the discussions and sit at the table?
Q: Role and potential of ALT to advocate on housing issues?
Q: Where is the capacity to build more homes?
Q: What’s the housing growth factor?
Q: What options are there for private home ownership or co-ops?
C: We need to look at options for housing and revenue – business certainty is key
Q: Can we set up our own arrangements?
PRESENTER DETAILS:
Jude Allen, Manager Aboriginal Programs and Practice, Housing SA
Email:
Mail:
Phone:
Website:

DCSIhousing@sa.gov.au
GPO Box 292
Adelaide SA 5001
131 299
www.sa.gov.au/topics/housing
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C: Concerns about refusal of local government, Housing SA and SA Water to fix water pipes to houses (inside
yards). Community members state that they are receiving bills for the fixing of pipes – what are the rights of
community?

SESSION 5 - PRIMARY INDUSTRIES
			
& REGIONS SOUTH AUSTRALIA
Creating opportunity through sustainable agriculture and
regional development
Daniel Casement:

About us
Primary Industry and Regions SA (PIRSA) is an economic development agency in the Government of South
Australia, with responsibility for the prosperity of the State’s primary industries and regions.
Our role is to assist primary industries and regions to grow, innovate and maximise their economic growth
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Our purpose and focus

What we do
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Our offices
Regional locations

Metropolitan locations

• Clare

• Adelaide City

• Kingscote

• Glenside

• Loxton Research Centre

• West Beach

• Minnipa Agricultural Centre

• Urrbrae

• Mount Gambier
• Murray Bridge
• Port Lincoln
• Struan

Agriculture in SA
South Australia’s agriculture, food and wine industries are a vital growing part of the state’s economy delivering
$18.63 billion dollars of revenue in 2015/16.
They offer major opportunities for further growth developing products for local, national and overseas markets.
The state’s forestry industry is worth $2.6billion annually and is sustainably managed with only pine and blue
gum plantations – no native forest logging.
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Programs for Industry Development
• Major water efficiency and infrastructure programs
(SARMS, NAIS)

• Functional Foods research – consumer market
trends information

• Poor soil improvement program (New Horizons)

• Biosecurity – helping farmers improve animal
disease management

• International market development – accreditation,
overseas missions
• Food industry clusters – helping businesses
cooperate for growth
• Agribusiness Growth Program – helping business
planning for growth
• AgInsight SA – a website with mapping and data to
help investors
• SA Food Innovation Centre – technical solutions to
business growth

• Improving road transport – by minor works and
policy change
• Great Wine Capitals membership – wine and
tourism growth
Regional economic development
PIRSA strengthens South Australia’s regions by
creating the settings for regional businesses and
communities to grow.

Attracting investment to
regional SA

Making regions the best place
to do business

National and international companies have recognised
that our regions are a great place to invest. Through
the Regional Development Fund (RDF), we have
attracted major companies to invest our regions. And
there are millions of dollars of private investment in the
pipeline too...

South Australia’s regions are already a great place
to do business, producing 50% of the State’s
GDP. Through the RDF, we have invested in critical
infrastructure to make sure regional businesses can
access secure water, and reliable fast freight routes…

• Sundrop Farms
• Ingham’s chickens

• Modern transport system for agriculture
• Mobile black spots
• Bowman’s Intermodal

• Big River Pork
• Costa Mushrooms

Growing skills in regional SA

• Regional Youth Traineeships
• North West Indigenous Pastoral Program
• James Morrison Academy of Music
• Forestry Industry Employment Project

As home to many South Australians and a major
contributor to the economy, regional SA needs to be
a consideration in all corners of government. Through
the Charter for Stronger Regional Policy we have…
• Regional SA Cabinet Committee
• Regional Impact Statements
• Country Cabinet
• Government procurement

Reconciliation at PIRSA
Our vision…

Innovation in regional SA
Regional South Australian businesses are at the
cutting edge of technology and innovation. Through
the RDF, we have supported businesses to find more
efficient ways to operate, to develop new products
and try new methods.
• Nyrstar Polymetallic E-Waste Processing
• Wilson Pastoral Saltbush Pellets
• Thomas Food International Boning Room

To be recognised as an agency that has respectful
long-term relationships and has created opportunities
for Aboriginal people.
Our commitment…
In collaboration with Aboriginal people we commit
to building tangible change, focused on creating
opportunities that support Aboriginal South Australians
to be involved in, and benefit from, South Australia’s
economic prosperity.

• Bowhill Engineering

Early progress…some examples of our work with
Aboriginal people so far…

Aboriginal Partnerships Unit (APU)

North West Indigenous Pastoral Project
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We have created training and job opportunities across
regional SA to develop skills and keep young people in
our regions. By using the RDF to create new jobs, we
have provided on the job training to over 1500 people
in Regional SA.

Putting regions at the heart
of government

SARMS – Gerard irrigated hay project
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Aboriginal Fisheries Officer career pathways

SARMS - Loxton Research Centre redevelopment

Employment, training and scholarships

Biosecurity intern (Shannon Robertson). SARDI bursary recipient (Conrad Bilney);

• We’re keen to do more to help Aboriginal people with obtaining qualifications at uni and establishing career
pathway options at PIRSA.
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• Undergraduate scholarships remain a priority (four in the past 12 months).
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Advancing development of Native Foods
P: Priorities for PIRSA are: Economic development, innovation, productivity.
P: 1 in 5 South Australians work in Agriculture; revenue $18.63 billion.
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Q: How many Aboriginal people are working for PIRSA?
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P: Current programmes outlined.

A: 2% but rising to 4%. Reviewing why numbers are hard to sustain.
P: PIRSA developed an extension framework which was a collaboration and partnership arrangement.
PIRSA will take concerns back.
C: Compliance (Fisheries) does cause issues as community engagement is missing. Engagement /
education needed.
P: A press release for the National Landcare grant is to be distributed on Friday.
P: Get in early with your bids.
Q: National Landcare money - Farm Smart? How can ALT be part of a regional bid including partners,
technically focussed?
C: Concern that ALT has is that there is a system that has gone full circle to communities to do work / not the
regions. Land Care officers, Aboriginal people working on communities, ALT wants to work with someone we
can trust; competing with NRM and other departments.
Thanks for having us…
Daniel Casement | Executive Director | Rural Solutions SA
P: (08) 8429 0352 | E: Daniel.Casement@sa.gov.au
Rowena Brown | Principal Consultant | APU, Rural Solutions SA
P: (08) 8429 0436 | E: Rowena.Brown@sa.gov.au
Eric Parnis | Senior Policy Officer | Regions SA
P: (08) 8429 0500| E: Eric.Parnis@sa.gov.au
Ann Draper | Manager, Food Programs | Agriculture, Food and Wine
P: (08) 8429 0328| E: Ann.Draper@sa.gov.au
CONTACT DETAILS
Rowena Brown, Principal Consultant, PIRSA
Email:
Mail:
Phone:
Website:

Rowena.Brown@sa.gov.au
GPO Box 1671
Adelaide SA 5001
08 8429 0436
www.pir.sa.gov.au

SUMMARY OF DAY 1
Use this time to reflect on Day One - Is the workshop meeting expectations, so far?
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Scribe Rowena Brown & Frank Lampard

Comments from workshop participants regarding Day 1
Community want better representation in the Treaty
Consultation. How do smaller communities get
representation as only three larger groups are part of
consultations, leaving out smaller groups.
Acknowledge the importance of IPA.
Community do not have any say in what happens
to Housing Trust houses. Continuous demolition of
buildings without WH&S standards. Companies don’t
employ local people and do not allow community to
salvage materials from demolished houses.
The community receives charges/ rates for empty
plots / blocks where Housing Trust Houses have been
demolished; i.e. being charged $32k for empty lots for
council rates. This needs to change.
Communities have homes removed and had deal from
Housing SA to be allowed to keep materials. Housing
SA did not honour this agreement.
Communities pay rent for homes from Housing SA but
Housing SA doesn’t pay rent for using Aboriginal Land
Trust land.
The contractor have requirements for this and that, so
local community cannot get work as subcontractors.
Procurement process for Indigenous Enterprises
PIRSA – just hit 2%
Regional land area group – does require communities
to do NRM stuff.

Lots of key issues for Trust Attention
Many of the same issues /problems across
communities
Community combined effort re fire risk required –
Communities must make it more of a priority
Enterprise development should be linked with the other
issues raised
Aboriginal procurement not meeting local employment
expectations
Missed opportunities
Reinforces ALT/Community partnership needs
More information needed about the rules and
regulations of the ALT Act
Need for increased ALT resourcing
Good mix of information and feedback. There was an
opportunity to provide feedback on key issues.
Worked well with having other agencies here at the
workshop
Learnt about issues in other communities
Expected more talk about individual community issues.
How do Treaty consultations work with Native Title
claimants and the interests of smaller communities?
The housing issue has been important to discuss

Rate rebates from District Councils have not been
passed down to communities, or if they have they
have been watered down.
Local Government Council is not doing maintenance
for communities which has been funded by DPTI
The workshop has been educational and informative,
especially for new participants
It appears service providers are not monitoring their
services and programs as well as they might appear or
promote.
Good overall involvement and interaction and wellpaced day.
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then meet- Maria did it at Oodnadatta.
Interesting-lots of info
Stimulated creativity
Good range of speakers that were relevant
Enjoyed- lots happening- all need to get services
Future of the ALT? more needed to get/keep the
respect
More transparency and honesty (all of us)
Platform to converse with other communities
Real world exposure to issues/what might help

Casual enough environment to speak comfortably

More opportunities for community to talk

Enjoyable feeling after leaving from being heard rather
than frustration.

More time to exchange and have conversations/ ideas
with each other (not rushed through)

Good opportunities to touch base with people
haven’t seen for a while and hopefully get some good
outcomes.

Yes- white fellas are still ripping us off

Let’s go over the burning questions to see if they
were addressed throughout the day and put them
into an action plan with a listed person/department
responsible for the action- so definitions of
responsibility and roles.
Presentations were clear and easy to understand
throughout the day
The best way to tackle this would be each community
does their own strategic plan with the assigned service
provider for each area that needs to be addressed

Presenters need to practice what they preach
Yes/ no- housing matters not resolved here today
ALT getting their act together- more to be done though
ALT presentations send out please
Need to be clear about funding for ALT, they are
not government funded as such, and we need
an explanation as to why the ALT take 20% from
communities and other organisations to keep
operating. The funding that the ALT does receive it
redistributes.

End Day 1
Community Members continued networking whilst they enjoyed dinner

Left Neville Bilney, Jo Burgoyne, Maureen Williams.
Right Lavene Nagatkorua, Jordan Sumner, Clyde Rigney Senior, Ernie Wilson, Kaylene O’Louhglin

COMMUNITY 2017 - WORKSHOP
Day 2 6 October 2017
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WELCOME
Note: P Presenter C Comment Q Question A Answer
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PLANNING & LEASING POLICY FRAMEWORK
Options for Approach to Community Infrastructure Leases
Danny Dollard and John Chester Aboriginal Lands Trust; Roz Daniell Crown Solicitors Office

[PowerPoint Presentation]
Dealing with Trust Land: A New Policy Approach

Planning & Leasing Policy
PURPOSE
To provide a framework under which the Trust will deal with Trust Land.

SCOPE
All existing lessees, licencees or any other
interest holder in Trust Lands.
Potential stakeholders seeking to deal with
Trust Land.
Other interested parties, i.e. native title
holders, other Traditional Owners, local
governments, the Outback Communities
Authority, Aboriginal Regional Authorities,
IPA Management Boards, and various other
Australian and SA Government agencies,
departments.

Policy Structure
• Policy Settings

The Principles to guide Policy application
include:

• Planning and Leasing Framework

Dealings to be executed fairly and transparently.

• (with a Glossary of terms at the end)

Aboriginal people will be consulted

• The Policy includes:

The term for leases/licences must not be greater than
what is required and must yield an economic and/or
community benefit.

• Executive Summary
• Preamble and History
• The Trust’s Objects, Principles and Functions
• The Trust’s Vision Statement
• Trust Land
• Consultation
• Commercial Development Advisory Committee
• The Good Order Audit

Structure
The Policy Framework is divided into 7 parts:
Part 1 Policy Objectives and Principles
Part 2 Planning and Infrastructure
Part 3 Core Policies for new property arrangements
Part 4 Specific Purpose Policies
Part 5 Leasing and Other Arrangements
Part 6 Stakeholders
Part 7 Management and Review
Glossary of Terms
Part 1: Policy Objectives and Principles
The Objectives are to:
Apply formal property arrangements to all land
dealings.
Register all land dealings.
Ensure all dealings are robust to achieve best possible
economic or community benefits.
Ensure adequate governance and risk management
measures are in place.
Provide a basis for compliance and enforcement.
Have sufficient flexibility to respond to changing
community needs and circumstances.

Where Land is for commercial activities, terms must
be suitable for the purpose(s), title may be used as
equity for finance and Trust must be able to yield an
economic and/or social dividend.

Mosaic Rationale
Rather than a ‘one size fits all’ head lease, a mosaic of
leases (or modern leases) will be designed to identify
and protect elements of the Trust’s Land holding
where specified activity is being undertaken, such as
community, commercial, conservation/ heritage or
other activities. The rationale being, that if one function
on the lease falters, it will not jeopardise the operations
on the remainder of a Trust Community Lease.
Good practice commercial risk management and
sound land management principles dictate that if a
commercial activity fails, then other assets on the
lease not directly associated with the commercial
activity (such as community facility assets) should
not be affected, but should be quarantined from
the commercial activity such that they cannot be
liquidated.
Implementation of this model will take time and will
require careful negotiation with each community and
lessee.

Moving forward…
The ALT is treading new ground and forging change in
the way it thinks and operates. We must work together
to protect the Land, and also obtain maximum social,
economic and cultural benefit from the Land.
A (strategic) direction has been taken in the knowledge
that the Trust and Communities must strive to build
viable and sustainable SA Aboriginal Communities.
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• Aboriginal Lands Parliamentary Standing
Committee

Where Land dealing is for social housing - long term
lease with Housing SA and tenants

The ALT Act encourages this Land development challenge.
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Q: Does CSO give free advice to communities regarding the leases? Lawyers need to speak together. Do
communities have access to the Trust’s CSO legal opinion?
C: Trust is not dealing with the community, dealing with councils. There is no clarity. Communities do not have
money to go with our own lawyers. Communities then have to rely on Trust lawyers because we can’t afford our
own lawyers. We want to use own lawyers but can’t afford it.
Q: Under mosaic does land remain with communities?
A: Yes, land stays with communities. The Community will remain the number 1 land holder with all leases.
P: Diagram of mosaic leasing arrangement.
P: Consultation must be carried out. Mosaic can still be sub-leasing.
Q: Familiar with operation however think the Trust needs to clarify. I think what you are saying is wrong so can
the CSO advise us? The Trust is not presenting the facts.
Q: Housing SA leases is a subleasing example; how will that affect us long term? We don’t know what will
happen. In the end the landlord has right to make decision regardless of what community want.
C: Housing SA did not consult our community. Consultations should apply to every process on community
Land. Trust is taking control away from the community. Consultations should take place continually, all the time.
C: Housing SA are demolishing houses and not rebuilding. Need business to be reactivated in community. Lots
of problems with housing. Where is capacity to build more homes. No certainty. No opportunity. Need certainty.
Need ownership. Communities need security, need certainty.
C: Communities need to know that they can sit at table with Trust regarding the new mosaic format. Old Act
didn’t allow this, but the new Act allowed it. Communities want to be included and want to do what’s best for
the community.
Q: Where does community have bargaining position in comparison to third parties?
Q: How do we get leases if it has to be economic?
C: Rent must come from third party.
There are no growth factors and no
guarantees.
C: Unique structure
Q: Can service groups go on their own
to Trust and get their own lease, outside
head lease?
A: No

Danny Dollard and John Chester
explaining mosaic leasing.

Small group discussion generated comment and opinion which will inform ALT priority.
C: Maybe community doesn’t want sublease. Maybe lease just goes to Trust but after sublease with Trust land
comes back to the community
P: We understand the frustration.

C: Clarification needed. Sub-leases, potential leases. Leased to community is there a business arrangement
between Housing SA and Trust? When is housing returned from Housing SA to Trust. Trust designed to protect
land. Land should not be part of liquidation process. Is purpose of Act still the same? Does it still protect the
land? Who is economic benefit for ALT or community? Trust and community need to take a good look.
C: Home ownership. Council supports idea.
Q: But how do MUNS affect this? Community gets no MUNS. Street lighting DCE pay for. Is Trust looking at that?
Q: What about home ownership?
Q: Is Trust looking at home ownership?
P: There are lots of issues surrounding home ownership. The question of private home ownership is a
complicated matter and the Trust is working through the issue. We have not made much progress on home
ownership.
C: Community approached the banks, but they said no.
C: Communities can’t pay insurance under lease. How do we renegotiate our lease? We may have to give our
lease back to Trust – we can’t afford it. Lands Trust will have to put in administrators. Maybe that’s the direction
we take? Government not funding community. Reality is we will go back to resources. Full board needs to
consider direction. Admin system for all communities.
C: Understand the Mosaic rationale but we want to know how will this transition take place.
Q: How will the transition to Mosaic leasing take place?
C: History is past. Focus is future. But what does that mean for us? Health, schedule business. Forms etc,
lots of partnership. Raukkan wants to be included in the process. Since 2015 there has been no change in
conversation. We want to be included. Need to hear more. Communities poor. Want it to be better. ALT asset is
its communities.
P: Let’s do this together. It is very important and we all need to be included.
P: Leases are written through Crown Solicitors Office.
P: Leases protect assets from liquidation.
C: community doesn’t have the money to get lawyers to assess leasing agreements, and negotiations are
undertaken with representatives of community, but not the wider community.
C: Explanation of leasing: lease is over one parcel of land but can be ‘sectioned’; which then does not affect
other sections in terms of assets; i.e. sublease arrangement.
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C: Mosaic lease excellent. We had gun to head with Housing SA and now this – it is a no-win structure.
Consistent structure. Hard to watch houses collapse. White people want us to live like them. Subleases will form
community. We have asked for our leases to be returned to the us at Pt Pearce. Pt Pearce liquidation 3 years.
ALT has helped Trust but we want to stimulate economy. Govt keeps stringing us. Govt too much offers, Treaty,
ARA. ALT disengaged community about farm lease; we want our lease back and be party to farm lease. Pt
Pearce farmer told Pt Pearce he wanted to pay more. Ongoing matter – unresolved.
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Danny Dollard and John Chester listen to feedback from the participants.
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C: Under section 8 of the Act, there are three levels of community consultation that need to be undertaken, then
presented to Board before a sublease is granted.
C: community consultation not adequate.
C: community does not own land, we all rent and have no tenure – where is the plan for Aboriginal people to
form a co-op or other structure to facilitate the purchase of houses and other assets
P: ALT is also concerned. Need to plan and work together or we can’t go forward.
C: ALT’s leasing policy says that it promotes social and economic benefit, but how is this returned to community,
I don’t see it.
C: we don’t get MUNS funding, we don’t get funding for an administrator to help us go forward. We don’t have
money for paying insurance or Council rates. Maybe in the next 5 years or so ALT will need to put administrators
in all communities.
Q: Have we got access to legal advice on leasing?
Q: ALT needs to have a stronger role and earlier?
C: General support for approach to protect community and assets.
C: Acknowledgement that ALT is under resourced and we need to get the message out there that we can do
more with additional resources
C: We have treaty, ARA, ALT and all under time pressures – ALT need a seat at the table and to be supported.

CONTACT DETAILS
John Chester, Acting Chief Executive, Aboriginal Lands Trust
Email:
Mail:
Phone:

John@alt.sa.gov.au
PO Box 3437
RUNDLE MALL SA 5000
8207 1476

Daniel Dollard, Manager, Strategic Projects, Aboriginal Lands Trust
Email:
Mail:
Phone:

daniel@alt.sa.gov.au
PO Box 3437
RUNDLE MALL SA 5000
0428 275 896

SESSION 7 - MUNICIPAL AND ESSENTIAL SERVICES
BACKGROUNDS
The presenters from DPTI were unable to attend and the ALT appreciated the willingness of Joylene Thomas
stepping in to provide an overview what she knew about MUNS. At the end of the presentation the Facilitator
work-shopped participants who provided input about MUNS. Reform process $13m over 4 years, status
quo, DPTI took over admin with same dollars and service providers as the Commonwealth. We had a big staff
turnover and things got complicated. We are now advertising for a new team leader. Plan for implementation
over the next 12 months in place. Not a lot of movement because of Ministerial difficulties.
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C: State to pick up after $13m Commonwealth grant is expended.
Q: What is the State plan for MUNS?
Q: What are Government agencies doing?
C: The previous ALT workshop made recommendations to reform the MUNS process (18 months) what the
issues / solutions are for ALT to take forward. Need certainty and communication. Previously ALT was told they
would be included but this has drifted. Clear funding direction is required.

C: Communities need to look at Local Government for money and resources. Perhaps become local
governments in own right and get money to do what local government gets for the whole community. We need
to investigate this solution.
C: QLD model of shires get funding looking at that model.
Q: Do councils get money for MUNS on Aboriginal Communities?
C: There is a lack of MES information. We need to know who is, what for, accountability
C: Inequity of distribution, rates are paid. Local Governments get double dip but not a good service. $57k of our
community entitlement goes to Local Government. We are due this money after investigating with DPTI
Q: Who is accountable for MUNS services?
C: There is a problem due to private land (ALT) which leaves communities exposed – councils don’t have to
provide a service

Q: Who is monitoring the service?
Q: What services are to be provided?
C: Community is unaware of arrangements
C: No Local Government relationship. ILUA
agreement no worth prefer, Native Title agreement =
acknowledgement of Traditional Owners allows $’s to
count.
C: Support and legally enforceable agreements
are needed for accountability/ transparency.
Community need to have a say in service provision.
More community responsibility not good for some
communities.
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Joylee Thomas DPTI

C: If money is supposed to go to community to
develop capacity then needs audit; should be carried
out to identify capacity / need from community.

P: Remote area agreement (Commonwealth) hasn’t changed, Operations/ assets going on that needs to be
looked at.
C: Non-Government Organisations have received a rebate on rates. Trust sought legal advice requesting
an exemption from rates and emergency services. Board will decide if this advice goes to community – but
shouldn’t be a problem.
C: Residents complaining about state of community, rubbish everywhere, fire danger, violence, community can’t
find this $100k program to work with their people, emergency services in danger / putting people at risk. Need
to look at this problem (same as Adelaide), violence towards others re dry area.

Community Issues regarding MUNS
Dunjiba: There is a lack of MUNS funding which means we still have issues with road maintenance and dust.
The dust causes eye issues. Outback Community Authority are supposed to assist. The water quality is not
good. You can’t brush teeth. You have to rely on unpredictable rain water. We have had to cart water into
Oodnadatta in the past. The dog issue is bad with the dust. Faeces/dust.
Gerard: We never know when the council will come out. They come and mow just before the government
comes out to visit. Otherwise they don’t do it much. Fire season is a problem. There is no street lighting as AGL
costs too much. It will cost the community to do up street lights as there is no MUNS funding. Lighting used to
be covered by MUNS.
Pt Lincoln: We get services from Local government as we are part of city; so we don’t have a lot of issues. ALT
Land is on the other side of town and it doesn’t need rubbish collection. Housing is always an issue. There are
small issues but still could be improved. PLACC have discussed mosaic leasing with ALT and will be separated
from Mallee Park and that may resolve some of the little issues.
Nipapanha: Good relations with Outback Communities Authority. Water quality only real issue.
Iga Wata: Water quality is bad. It affects health. Pipes are blocked. There is calcium build up which also causes
problems in houses. It isn’t good for hot water services, washing machines and plumbing.
P: SA Water & ALT, APY& MT are not involved with DPTI.
C: Illegal dumping on communities causes fire risks.
C: ALT need to have a better access arrangement advocate for LGA issues attention. ALT need to take the
lead while working with communities. Work differently. ALT Economically sustainable / viable to address these
issues. Need to future proof community assets. Small progress ever since 2013. Lots more work to do. ALT to
communicate with communities to sign off on direction. Strong story.
C: Need to be prepared to take things further and demand / escalate (non-violent protest) if necessary.
Q: What is the contingency plan?
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Q: What is going to happen once current funding ends? Will it be picked up by State Government?
C: We as communities need to look at local government – maybe solution become local government
themselves. We can’t let this worry us about what the State Government can’t / can do.
C: Some communities pay double for services, don’t get proper funding.
C: We need bipartisan support and a legally enforceable agreement
Q: Can we contest our rates with council? What are our entitlements?
Q: Can we get advice out to communities about legal advice about Local Government?
C: Need to build Fire mitigation program into MUNS funding. Important to protect communities.
P: MUNS has been with DPTI for 2 years. MUNS moved to Minister Mulligan’s Infrastructure portfolio.
P: Commonwealth gave $13 million/3 years (same funding level as previous)
P: DPTI currently advertising for an ASO 6 community engagement officer
P: MUNS has not been picked up by SA Government
C: Understands that SA Government is looking at a review. Today community need to identify what needs to
happen. ALT needs to be included in the MUNS review meeting, but they have not to date.
C: Fire is a major risk and therefore fire breaks and grass control are important.
C: Board of ALT was insistent that ALT needs to be at meetings to discuss MUNS, but it hasn’t been included. It
has now drifted from where it wanted to be to where it is now.
C: Needs security and clear directions on how MUNS is going to be funded and guarantees
C: What happens in 4 years when funds run out – in 2018? What is the contingency plan?
C: Hear we could do this and do that but there is a lack of information. We need information about MUNS.
Q: Who does the MUNS funding go to?
Q: How does it work?
Q: How much do organisations get?
Q: Can you give us clarification?
C: Need to look at how MUNS is distributed. Distribution needs reforms. Information needs to flow
C: We pay rates and council also receives MUNS funding, yet our communities does not get a good service. We
pay rates for essential services but don’t receive any.
Q: Who is accountable for the services that local councils are providing?
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C: Communities are in despair and lost.
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Jeffrey Newchurch and Kingsley Abdulla
C: Relationship with local government are not good.
Q: Who is monitoring that services are being provided?
Q: What are the services that are provided?
C: Explore this with DPTI.
C: Number of communities saying they weren’t aware of the arrangements
P: People who could answer are not here today. We will take input from communities and give them to DPTI for
them to respond.
P: DPTI wants to get some on ground research about the state of the MUNS before putting proposal back to
Cabinet. Need to look at the inconsistencies and establish bench mark costs for infrastructure. There is a remote
area agreement with Commonwealth which has not changed. The State will take this over once this funding ends.
How do you underpin the management plan with the capital to go in.
C: We were contesting our rates with the council. We found out that we were entitled to a rebate. What are the
entitlements for councils?
C: CSO advice has been sought to find out about council rates. It is an area where John Chester has requested
CSO give advice.
Q: Can the advice received about Council rates be provided to communities?
A: Board will make that decision but most likely yes.
C: Council is getting pressure from community about condition of the community. Since money has been
withdrawn from community the community has declined. Has not been of benefit to the community we have gone
backwards. The community has been put at risk.
C: We can’t fix the problems, yet it is the responsibility to us to make sure that community infrastructure is safe.
The roads – no lights – fire crews can’t see the road and worry they will hit someone.
P: Noted: community is in a very difficult situation – no funding to look after the community – really big problems
because of no MUNS
C: Same problems on all communities
Q: Again why not the same services for each community? Why are services different? Communities should be
receiving the same point.
Q: what is happening with funding going forward?
C: Information needs to be provided to people and a level of clarity regarding council involvement.
C: Lighting should come under MUNS.
P: There is a lot to take back to DPTI.

C: Nipapanha have a good relationship with the
council – we are fine. But water quality is an issue.
C: Water quality is an issue with lots of communities.
Need something put in place for our community
members. We have pipe systems that have problems.
Pipe systems get blocked up and causes problems
in the houses. Machines getting ruined by the water
quality. Interesting that SA Water is not government
but a corporation like the Trust. We need to come
together and work that through. The community must
work though these issues as well.
C: Solutions have also been provided.

C: PIRSA are talking about having a program to have remote cameras installed to stop people killing animals.
Trust could do that for illegal dumping. Trust will look at the dump and we have asked for quotes to clear the
dump.
C: It is important to know where the Lands Trust is. They need to get out working with the communities. Trust
needs to be taking a more progressive approach. Help the communities out. There are only 3 land holding
bodies in the state. They should have agreements with government regarding funding and then they can
distribute the funds to the communities. We need to get the ALT to be our advocate. They need to be stronger
and work with the communities through a shop front. Have a new approach with new directions. Moving
forward they need to help the communities to be economically viable and sustainable.
C: We need to work together. Future proof communities. There is a bit of work to do. Communities are
concerned about what happens if agreements are left to run out. What happens? Small progress since 2015
means DPTI have a lot of work to do in 2018.
C: Trust ask for community input regarding MUNS which they will send as a group to DPTI.
C: Helpful if we send input but main players need to participate.
P: We will send the info to DPTI.
C: SA Water will also look at water quality.
C: MUNS needs to take on whole of infrastructure not just parts.
C: Uncertainty about future funding and arrangements
Q: Will ALT be considering this? Advocacy role?
C: The funding issue needs to be fixed – too much uncertainty – how do we stop it?
C: Community needs to be involved in discussions and support ALT to help fix it
P: The Local Gov’t role needs to look at all the things we do such as lighting, roads, sewerage, rubbish,
emergency – maybe look at Qld models for Local Gov’t arrangements?
CONTACT DETAILS
Joyleen Thomas, Manager Aboriginal Engagement, DPTI
Mail:

Website:

Department of Planning, Transport and Infrastructure
GPO BOX 1533
Adelaide SA 5001
https://www.dpti.sa.gov.au/
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C: Illegal dumping and rubbish dumps are a concern.
The CFS spoke about high risk. Illegal dumping puts
the community risk at high. MFS was going to charge
the community to get the dump cleaned up. It was
going to cost in the millions and we don’t have the
funds. This needs to be flagged.

SESSION 8 - PM&C SOUTH AUSTRALIAN
			REGION OVERVIEW
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Samantha Welke presented on behalf of Prime Minister and Cabinet.
P: Acknowledging the elder photographed is deceased and family have given approval for its use.
P: DPM&C provide input about the future of the program funding for South Australia
P: Develop business plans. You need to have documents to support your business
P: Needs to be a good viable business.
P: DPM&C Assists where IBA and Govt can’t
P: Overview provided on the Department’s key policy areas (jobs, schooling, safe communities) and the
programme areas under the IAS (briefly mentioned and limited funds stated); overview of the following
programmes:
• Remote School Attendance Strategy – RSAS
• Community Development Programme – CDP
• Indigenous Advancement Strategy – IAS
• Indigenous Entrepreneurs Fund – IEF
• Indigenous Protected Areas (IPA) and Working On Country (WOC) Indigenous Rangers
• Indigenous Procurement Policy
P: The aims of the IEF explained. It is for supporting and growing Aboriginal businesses. Some concerns
expressed about non-Aboriginal businesses being able to register with Supply Nation with a Stat Dec. DPM&C
agreed to relay concerns to our management. The role of IBA promoted also.

Priority Areas
• Jobs, Land and Economy;
• Children and Schooling;
• Safety and Wellbeing;
• Culture and Capability; and
• Remote Australia Strategies.

Programmes
• Remote School Attendance Strategy - RSAS
• Community Development Programme - CDP
• Indigenous Advancement Strategy – IAS
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• Indigenous Entrepreneurs Fund – IEF

• Indigenous Procurement Policy

Indigenous Entrepreneurs Fund – IEF
• The Commonwealth Government has made a $115 million commitment to the Indigenous Entrepreneurs
Package.
• The objective of the IEF is to support Indigenous businesses in remote and regional Australia to succeed.
• The fund can provide support in two ways:
• Business Advisory Service
• Grants for business plant and equipment

Indigenous Protected Areas (IPAs)
• Commenced in 2017
• 75 dedicated IPAs
• Total area 67,312,453 hectares
• Percentage of National Reserve System 44.6%
• Over 500 Indigenous people are employed in full-time, part-time and casual jobs
C: Could a community buy a truck / grader to do roads? Start up a business and apply through IBA
and DPM&C?
P: Yes, but you need to exhaust avenues before applying to DPM&C for funding
P: there are opportunities for communities to apply for IES funding at PA for cultural environmental experience. You
need a plan outline and proposal and demonstrated need. If there is viability then there is money here to provide a
‘level playing field’
C: Same story– viability an issue for communities – IEF can step in when others won’t fund
C: No funding from DPM&C previously. Funding was eliminated via IAS process; no connection to community.
The IAS money didn’t get to community
P: NFC for example are looking to expand through the IEF option for their business. Which could include tents,
BBQ to promote their tourism venture.
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• Indigenous Protected Areas (IPA) and Working On Country (WOC) Indigenous Rangers

C: IEF could be useful for tourism up north
C: ILC also provides land grants
C: IBA requires money as security eg $40k. Communities get refused and the government will also refuse
P: if you have a plan and good proposal DPM&C will have a look
Q: Does IAM / IEF communicate with each other?
A: yes they do
P: DPM&C will take questions and get advice.
P: You need to demonstrate viability
C: Good staff / owners but might need salary for start-up; might needs some up front or funds
Q: Could IEF could assist start up?
A: IBA has start up grants but they are only small
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C: Should be given a year’s grace until establishment
P: NDIS and use website to research opportunities, particularly in regional areas
C: Non-aboriginal people need to produce stat declarations so that they can’t get funding through this program.
This also been brought to ministers’ attention.
C: policy should ensure Aboriginal business partnerships are a condition of funding.
P: DPM&C has a lead position for each community.
C: There are employment issues. IAS could assist the process.
C: Many questions raised by community about the IEF, and some cynicism about ‘government money never
getting to community’ and ‘white people always being the business owners’.
C: Community members are encouraged to approach PM&C reps for more info about the IEF. These queries
were from business owners or people interested in business start-ups.
C: We’re losing funding to NGO’s – they get the money and we lose support and services for the community

CONTACT DETAILS
Samantha Welke, Programme Manager, Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet
Email:
Mail:
Phone:
Website:

Samantha.welke@network.pmc.gov.au
GPO Box 9932
ADELAIDE SA 5001
(08) 8318 2144
www.dpmc.gov.au I www.indigenous.gov.au

SESSION 9 –CARING FOR COUNTRY
Conference Theme

State of Landcare in SA
Critical aspects to be discussed:
• Key Principles for engagement in Landcare
• What can we do to ensure there is good
engagement in land management?
• What funding is available to enable Caring for
Country and Landcare to happen?

Key Principles for
engagement in Landcare:
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Involving Aboriginal leaders in decision making;

Early and respectful engagement arrangements are
embedded
Manage the impacts of short term funding and
provide continuity and pathways;
Explore other opportunities for leverage from
government and industry;
Investment in cultural awareness and collective
responsibility;
Link training to employment pathways (on-ground
needs and works) including contracting Aboriginal
capability;
Investment in targeted and sustained capacity building
and strengths;

Conference Theme:
‘Celebrating Innovation and Diversity in
Landcare’
and Streams:
The session was presented by Gerry Butler Chairman,
land Care Association, Jim Adams the Chief Executive
Land Care Australia and John Chester A/Chief
Executive Aboriginal Lands Trust.

• ‘Engagement’,

P: 11 October consultation on National Landcare
program

• ‘Partnerships’

P: IPA money coming from Landcare $91m + $15m
new money
P: Dept. Environment and Agriculture in Canberra will
administer IPA money

• ‘Security’,
• ‘Enterprise’ and
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Appropriate language and terminology and
understanding for all;

Aboriginal Engagement in the 2017 State
Landcare Conference – Clare

• Regional scale delivery, using the boundaries
of existing NRM regions;

• Aboriginal Engagement in Landcare SubCommittee, chaired by Natalie Sommerville;

• Over the next 3 months there is an opportunity
to partner with the NRM Partners working group
developing the bids;

• 10 Scholarships to attend the Conference, funded
by PIRSA, for partners and First Steps employees,
which leveraged additional participation by at least
another 20 Aboriginal people;
• Presentation of 12 Aboriginal partnership papers
on Community engagement in Landcare
• Aboriginal engagement throughout the Conference

• There are key Commonwealth priorities in each of
the 8 NRM regions which need to be considered;
• A collaborative Partnership approach is
recommended rather than a separate bid.
SMART FARMS program with $134 million
• The SMART FARMS program has 3 streams:
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Good engagement in land
management?
• The Landcare Association of SA believes that we
achieve more in collaborative partnership;
• In 2012 we changed our Constitution to ensure
that the ALT had a voice at the LASA State
Management Committee and also at the National
Landcare Network;
• In 2016 we signed on to the NRM Investment
Partnership;
• New way of thinking and doing – but not without
its flaws;
• Equal voice at the table, but consistently there
has not been a strong Aboriginal voice around
that table.

What funding is available to
enable Caring for Country and
Landcare to happen?
• The Australian Government has recently
announced consultation on National Landcare
Program #2 commencing July 2018 focussed on
collaborative partnership (Adelaide 11 October and
a survey);
• The major funding is the REGIONAL LAND
PARTNERSHIP with $450 million over 5 years
to 2023;
• In addition there is the SMART FARMS program
with $134 million over 6 years commencing 2017;
• New and existing IPA funding totalling $108 million
over 5 years;
REGIONAL LAND PARTNERSHIP with $450
million:
• Consultation with the Australian Government on
this occurs until 23 October;

• Smart Farming Partnerships ($60 million over six
years): Large multi-year grants for projects, with
organisations working in partnership to develop,
trial and implement new and innovative practices
and tools that support uptake of sustainable
agriculture practices across our agricultural, fishing,
aquaculture and farm forestry industries.
• Smart Farms Small Grants
($50 million over six years):
Small grants program (grants between $5,000 and
$100,000) to develop and extend new tools and
technologies that help farmers, fishers, foresters
and regional communities adopt best practice land
management.
Building Landcare Community and Capacity ($24
million over six years): This component will support
the sharing of knowledge and achievements and
community leadership in adopting sustainable
agricultural practices e.g. Landcare Conferences and
Awards.
Indigenous Protected Area funding
• New $15 million over 4 years commencing
2017-18 from the Landcare Funding Package
(Backpacker Tax funding delivered by the Australian
Greens)
• Existing IPA funding $93 million over 5 years
(existing National Landcare Funding);

Summary
• It is important that we participate in a Collaborative
Partnership to optimise funding of Aboriginal Land
management programs.
• How can we ensure that we are all sitting around
the table?
• How can we participate in the development of
projects that increase Aboriginal employment and
enterprises across a variety of landscapes?

C: There must an Aboriginal person at both ends to access Landcare bids. Needs to be a 3 year project,
not just small grants. IPA successful in this state and needs to be supported. PIRSA / partnerships need to
continue.
C: SAMLISA document still relevant but not being used – Belongs to Aboriginal South Australians
P: Phase 1 is money to the regional stream to NRM to communities for frontiers
P: Phase 2 - NRM tender / compete for money, meet criteria including consult with communities.
P: NRMs have advantage but the process is opened up.
P: NRM is amplifier of its members and opportunities for hearing their voice. There are 8 members and all
States/Territories
P: There are omissions in membership such as Aboriginal, youth, international.
P: Looking to merge Land Care Association SA/National Land Care Network. $1.1 billion over 7 years –
(money is tight) vs $2 billion over 4 years
P: Partnership importance

P: DHS are contracted to manage small grants, centralised
Q: How will process look for preferred Aboriginal contractors in developing ground work from required
organisation. What is the percentage of contract?
A: Overall 3% - unsure about each contract
Q: Who are we dealing with in relation to new IPA bids?
A: We are under the impression this is one renew years. As soon as we are certain then communities can
arrange plans and applications.
Q: Is this funding available for NRM regions? Do you have to be in a NRM region to apply for funding?
Q: IPP Policy next Landcare program. What does that look like? What are they required to do from a
procurement process?
P: Provided an overview of their funding programmes for land care and farming management, IPA funding.
Q: Can we have IPA funding arrangements and timeframes – for certainty?
C: Lost money to regions through regional NRM (Aboriginal communities have missed out)
C: Aboriginal people in the assessment process used to be there (not anymore)
Q: Re Aboriginal procurement requirements and how this will happen?

CONTACT DETAILS
Gerry Butler, Chairman, Landcare Association of SA
Email:
Mail:
Phone:
Website:

gbutler@landcaresa.asn.au
PO Box 2019
Magill North SA 5072
0407 972 149
www.landcaresa.asn.au
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P: There are Smart Farms grant $5-50k or $50-200k
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ABORIGINAL LANDS TRUST (ALT)
Caring for Country
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What is an Indigenous Protected Areas (IPA)
An Indigenous Protected Area (IPA) is an area of land
or sea over which the traditional Indigenous owners have
entered into a voluntary agreement to promote biodiversity
and conserve cultural resources in line with international
standards.

Nantawarrina in the Northern Flinders Ranges was the first Indigenous Protected Area declared in Australia in
1998 as a result of a strong partnership between the Nepabunna Community and the Trust.
Yalata and Wardang Island are other IPAs on Trust Land - the Trust currently also administers the Yappala IPA.
Some Trust Communities have NRM / ALOC programs operating through various grant and/or fee for service
income.
Most IPAs are dedicated under International Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN) Categories 5 and 6, which
promote a balance between conservation and other sustainable uses to deliver social, cultural and economic
benefits for local Indigenous communities.
IPAs combine traditional and contemporary knowledge into a framework to leverage partnerships with
conservation and commercial organisations and provide employment, education and training opportunities for
Aboriginal people.
IPA projects are supported through a multi-year funding agreement.
IPAs are recognised as part of the National Reserve System, protecting the nation’s biodiversity for the benefit of
all Australians.

Indigenous Protected Areas (IPAs)

2017

Dedicated IPAs
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Total area

67,312,453 ha

% of National Reserve System

44.6%

Employment

over 500 Indigenous people
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Objectives:
Promote mechanisms that ensure governments are well informed about the needs of Aboriginal people in
relation to management of land and associated resources
Continue to develop the capacity of service providers to support Aboriginal people in sustainable resource
management
Continue to develop the capacity of Aboriginal landholders to manage their country sustainably
Improve co-ordination between management of Aboriginal managed lands and sustainable resource
management actions on adjacent lands and at regional, state-wide and national levels

Main areas of action:
Communication, information and networks
Policy and legislation
Planning and resources
Comment: SAMLISA objectives represent the needs of Communities to this day and support an inclusive statewide strategy.

ALT Strategic Directions:
ALT acting as a peak Aboriginal land body advocating land security and management for Aboriginal South
Australians;
Improved environmental outcomes through the adoption of good natural resources management practices; and
Preservation and protection of Aboriginal Heritage.

Where to from here:
Work with Communities, NRM, State and Federal Landcare bodies (Caring for Country) and PIRSA to reinvigorate the capacity for Trust/Community to protect and sustain Country.

Community 2017

CASE STUDY
GETTING IT RIGHT SYMPOSIUM
11-12 MARCH 2002

SESSION 10 - ABORIGINAL LANDS TRUST
Economic Development Framework
Explore new economic models that lead to the development of a framework making better use of our land holdings”
(Port Augusta March 2015)

Commercial Development Opportunities Through Leasing
The session was presented by Danny Dollard and John Chester Aboriginal Lands Trust.

Community 2017
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Economic models based on leasing that:
Identifies and isolates the Land for commercial
development;
Identifies and specifies the economic/commercial use
of that Land;
Identifies the role and responsibilities of the parties
involved – the Trust, Community and/or 3rd Party/ies;
Implements strict commercial due diligence
requirements (including feasibility and viability planning)
before a leasing arrangement can be approved by the
Trust Board; and

Establishment of the Commercial Development
Advisory Committee and advice/attention to identified
priority projects.
ALT Strategic Directions identifying work to increase
the value of the Trust Estate and to implement
strategies for improving economic returns and
Community benefit.

Since the March 2015 workshop:
ALT Strategic Directions has adopted strategies in
direct response to the March 2015 recommendations
including:

Identifies the formula and arrangements for profit
sharing.

• Focus on Community visitations and engagement
to inform strategic directions;

ALT Planning and Leasing Policy covering 3rd party
commercial leasing arrangements and separation/
protection of commercial operations from Community
operations.

• Planning and Leasing Policy (draft) including the
commercial use of Land;

Collaborative Agreement between the ALT, Indigenous
Land Corporation and Indigenous Business Australia
supporting strategic development of prospective ALT
Community Land.

• Feasibility studies undertaken on prospective Trust
Land.

• Strategic partnerships with credible investors and
developers (including the ILC and IBA); and

Specific commercial purpose property arrangements (primarily leases)
including for example:
• Retail;

• Tourism;

• Business;

• Primary production; and

• Service industry;

• Pastoral or livestock agistment.

Q: Profit share?
Q: So the community pays for setting up a business?
Q: How can Trust take a cut?
A: ALT deals with leases and must carry out due diligence and legal processing of documents
P: We will take up your concerns with board
Q: Why would we give money back?

C: We don’t support this.
Q: What is the criteria?
A: It is negotiable but currently we are looking at 80/20 Community / ALT
P: ALT needs resources to do its work and engage with community. The general consensus from this
conference has been for the Trust to have more resources.
C: Money we generate runs communities
C: Solution is open communications, between ALT and communities.
P: We don’t hear about problems until it is too late. Sub-leasing must be approved by ALT board to avoid rip-offs.
P: Advice and support will come via this process through ALT i.e. CSO properly vetted, recorded and registered.
Q: Are you trying to acquire more land?
A: Yes, the Trust is trying to get more land by buying– then use it as equity
Q: Health, education, Housing SA are on Trust Land. Where do they fit in regarding paying rent?
A: They are not paying. We need to make it that user pays. We are working on this and it will include Housing SA.
C: Other government agencies need to pay.
P: We’re working on this.
Q: 20% is unjust/unfair. Is 20% one only or on all leases?
A: We can’t do it on small leases. 20% buys ALT / CSO support.
P: ALT should be fully funded. ALT nothing without community, we need to fight for this. We are getting tripped
over everywhere. Treaty, ARAs. It needs to be user pays
C: Points taken. Trust needs to be properly funded. Community should get full dividend, GST added.
Q: Why profit sharing with ALT with money generated from communities?
C: We pay water, insurance to continue as a community we need money. This is too much. It will take time to
agree on this. Unfair.
C: There has been no transition over to the community. There needs to be open communication between ALT
and community.
P: The ALT should be fully funded. We should be resourced so the community can get the outcomes it needs.
C: ALT is not land owner – they hold it for the people. This needs to be straight. Land is held in Trust.
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A: It will not be for small business.
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Q: If community does all negotiate how can Trust ask for profit when they had nothing to do with that?
A: We will discuss with board.
Q: What does ALT see as the amount that is base for taking profits?
A: 20% helps run the Trust. If you need support, we need resources. The reason you never see the Trust is
because we can’t afford to go to communities. We need to say to the State that the Trust is under resourced.
C: So are communities. We must pay rates, insurance. How can Trust ask for 20% we would not agree on this.
P: You need to have a legal relationship with the Trust or communities will get ripped off.
P: Sublease must be approved by board, otherwise it is illegal. Go step by step and is checked by Trust lawyer
to ensure it is all above board
C: Govt should be funding us; Trust should be funded so that Trust must come to us for money. Trust nothing
without communities. We need to come together. Look at Treaty and Native Title. We gain in one area then lose
in another. Strong still. Need to go as a group to support Trust to get proper resourcing. Trust could add base
rate of income to $140k and 20%
C: Community has the head lease, or bind the head lease and sub lease. What happens to their services as a
community in the instance that individuals go into a rent to buy scheme? Administration system was the way
of the old. Transitioning for the communities what do they need to make change or go through the transition.
Communication has been poor by ALT to communities. Community benefit. Growth economic. Co-op of
housing. Rent to buy arrangements. Resource and support community. Pushing into the no choice options.
Return of head leasing. Communities need to come together. No policy about non-remote housing. Transition.
C: We need ALT support and they need resources to make it happen

OUTCOMES FROM WORKSHOP
& WHERE TO FROM HERE
Board members Ian Johnson and Elijah Bravington thanked the guests for attending.
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Elijah Bravington

Good thoughts, hope you enjoyed the 2 days;
lot of issues to deal with, have a safe trip

Thanks all. It is clear that we need to have a more selfsufficient ALT.
We need to secure the approximately 500,000 hectares
of Aboriginal land.
ALT is here for all Aboriginal people in the State.
We have taken a lot of issues in that need consideration.
The future encompasses wealth and unity.
Things that are needed are: community board meetings
on Country, Partnership development together, land
management, infra structure planning, ALT shopfront,
NR, Emergency plans, leader to leader conversations
and greater plans for SA.
We will provide a copy of the presentation and pictures
to inspire.
Community legal advisers could be done via ALT.
Housing Co-ops development use assets to create
wealth, transparency without commercial arrangements.
Newsletters.
Where to from here?
The Aboriginal Lands Trust will produce a report from
the Conference and distribute the report to participants
and supporting agency groups.
The Aboriginal Lands Trust Board will consider
the issues raised from the conference and action
suggestions.

Facilitator David Rathman:
Thanked everyone.

The Aboriginal Lands Trust will liaise with other agency
groups regarding the issues and comments raised in the
discussion during the two days.
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John Chester, Daniel Dollard, Rachael Siddel, Frank Lampard, Sarah Smith, David Rathman
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Community
The workshop would not have been the success it was without the support of the Aboriginal Community
groups. The enthusiastic manner people contributed to the discussion and the positive exchanges with the
presenters has made the workshop a success. This was due to the support given by our Community.
“The report contains a number of different words to describe our people. The Aboriginal Lands Trust
acknowledges and respects the preferred term for use in South Australia is Aboriginal people.”

The conference was made possible through the support of:
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Aboriginal Lands Trust
L 14, 19 Grenfell Adelaide
PO Box 3437
Rundle Mall SA 5000
Telephone (08) 8207 1474
FAX (08) 8207 1468

